Sight Words & Fluency Phrases

Booklet 4

Name:

1 high near add
2 every food between
3 own below
4 country
5 plants

Tunstall@2015
1
she is high up
every time I go
ear and far
add it to this
this is my food
sit between us
my own dog
it is below me
in the country
green plants

2
last
school
father
keep
trees
never
started
city
earth
eyes

Tunstall@2015
the last time
this is my school
my father is here
you can keep it
trees are big
I will never go
she started it
my city on earth
on the earth
pretty eyes

light
thought
head
under
story
saw
left
don't
few
while
3 you light up
I thought so
head it up
under the bed
tell the story
he saw them
left at the stop
don't go on
just a few
in a little while

4 along
might
close
something
seemed
next
hard
open
example
beginning
along the path
we might be
close the door
something to do
he seemed sad
where to next
hard to leave
open the jar
a good example
beginning to end

life always
those both paper
together got
group often
run

Tunstall@2015
plants are life
always try
those are mine
one or both
paper and pen
we go together
she got five
group them in
how often do you
run fast

important
until
children
side
feet
car
miles
night
walked
white
it is important
until I went out
good children
on my side
I have two feet
cars go miles
mind over miles
it is night
he walked to me
have it in white

sea
began
grow
took
river
four
carry
state
once
book

Tunstall@2015
7
swim in the sea
where we began
plants grow up
took my book
river runs by
four legs
carry me please
state and city
once upon a time
I love a book

8
hear
stop
without
second
later
miss
idea
enough
eat
face
8
hear the bell
stop and go
without my mom
second is next
we work later
we miss you
I have an idea
that is enough
eat it all
look at my face

9
watch far
anyway
really
almost
let
above
girl
sometimes
mountains
watch out
it is too far
I forgot anyway
he is really sad
almost made it
let us go
above the book
the girl is nice
sometimes it is fun
climb the mountain

cut
young
talk
soon
list
song
being
leave
family
it's
It's her pen

This is my family

Leave me alone

I am being good

We sing my song

Make up a list

Soon it will be

talk to you

My mom is young

Cut the paper off

10